Inline fuse diagram

Also known as LGR fuses, these fuses protect fluorescent light fixtures. They open circuits
quickly when surges are detected. You'll need both a fuse and a fuse holder not included to add
an inline fuse to an existing circuit. Fuses have a built-in cap that securely connects to the fuse
holder. Breakthrough current , labeled on the fuse as IR, is the maximum current that a fuse can
safely stop in the event of a short circuit. Able to withstand current overload for a short time,
these fuses will not open when exposed to harmless temporary surges. They are designed to
handle high inrush loads from ballast transformers in fluorescent lighting systems. Also known
as LMF fuses. Contact Us Order. Log in. Create login. Search Results. Manufacturer Equivalent.
Protection Type. Specifications Met. View catalog page. Send Cancel. How can we improve?
About Fuses. Fast-Acting Inline Fuses. Time-Delay Inline Fuses. By using this website, you
agree to our Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy. The quick brown fox jumped over the
lazy dog. Pedestal 35" Ht. Fast Acting. Time Delay. Current, A. Automotive fuses are the
gatekeepers and bodyguards of the automotive electronics world. Whenever a sudden short or
surge threatens any of the delicate electronics found in modern cars and trucks, a fuse stands
ready to valiantly throw itself into the field of fire. In doing so, the fuse takes a figurative bullet
for some more valuable, complex, or indispensable component or device, like a car stereo or
amplifier. This often results in some temporary loss of functionality, but fuses are cheap and
usually easy to replace, and any underlying problem will typically be revealed by repeated
failures of a fuse on the same circuit. Fusible links, while different in design, are identical in
purpose and functionality. There are many different types of fuses, but most modern cars and
trucks use one or more of the following types of bladed fuses, in descending order of size:.
There are multiple sizes and configurations of blade fuses today, but they all bear a physical
resemblance to the original ATO fuses, and many applications still use standard ATO and ATC
fuses. The differences between these various types of blade fuses are primarily size and
number of terminals, although physically larger fuses are usually used in higher current
applications. Glass tube fuses consist of a glass tube, capped by metal terminals, and with a
metal strip passing through the center. Bosch type fuses are also roughly cylindrical, but they
are made of a solid ceramic material with a metal strip on the surface. Since automotive fuses
are differentiated both by design type and current rating, all fuses most emphatically are not the
same. Although it is definitely possible to replace any ATO fuse with any other ATO fuse, doing
so can be extremely dangerous if the wrong amperage fuse is substituted. Similarly, it is
sometimes physically possible to replace a Bosch type fuse with an American-style glass tube
type, but sticking to the same amperage rating is imperative, and a flat-capped glass tube fuse
will typically not fit well into a fuse holder designed for conical end caps. There are six types of
blade fuses that you may run into when you pop open the fuse box on a modern car or truck:
micro2, micro3, low-profile mini, mini, regular and maxi. For all blade fuses, the housing may be
opaque or clear. When the housing is clear, it's usually easy to tell whether the fuse is bad,
since the winding metal strip that connects the two terminals is easily visible. If the strip is
broken, that means the fuse has blown. Micro2 fuses are the smallest type of blade fuse, and
they are easily identifiable by the fact that they are so much taller than they are wide. In terms of
size, low-profile mini fuses and regular mini fuses share the same body height and width, but
the spade terminals of low-profile mini fuses barely extend past the bottom of the body. Micro3
fuses are larger than Micro2, low-profile, or mini fuses, but they are most easily identifiable by
the fact that they utilize three spade terminals. Every other type of blade fuse only uses two
terminals. They also include two fuse elements , which allows a single fuse to effectively handle
two circuits. Although many applications started to replace ATO and ATC fuses with mini fuses
in the s, they are still widespread. These fuses are wider than they are tall, and they come in two
main types. The largest type of blade-style fuse is the maxi fuse. These are significantly larger
than any other type of blade or spade automotive fuse, and they are typically used for higher
current applications. Although fuses can blow under normal operating conditions, due to age
and wear, a blown fuse often indicates a deeper problem. So if you replace a blown fuse with
another fuse with a higher amperage rating, you may prevent the fuse from blowing again
immediately, but you also risk damaging some other electrical component, or even starting a
fire. There are three different ways to tell the amperage of a blade-type fuse. The first is to look
at the top of the fuse, where you will find the amperage rating printed on or stamped into the
plastic. If the rating has worn off, you can also look at the color of the fuse body or check the
fuse diagram to see what type of fuse belongs in that particular slot. Colors and physical
dimensions for blade type fuses are laid out in DIN , and not all colors or amperage ratings are
available in all sizes. While color-coding is standard almost across the board for different types
of automotive blade fuses, two notable exceptions are 25 A and 35 A maxi fuses. These fuses
are gray and brown, respectively, which are colors that are also used for lower amperage fuses.
However, maxi fuses are not available in 2 A or 7. Fusible links perform the same basic function

as fuses, but they go about it in a slightly different way. In automotive applications, a fusible
link is a length of wire that is several gauges thinner than the wire that it is designed to protect.
When all goes well, this results in the fusible link failing, and breaking the circuit, before the
protected wiring can fail. In addition to simply being thinner than the rest of the wire in a circuit,
fusible links are also encased in special materials that are designed to not catch on fire when
exposed to high temperatures. So while extremely high current in a regular wire may cause a
fire, a blown fusible link is less likely to do so. Fusible links can be found in a variety of places
in cars and truck, but they are commonly used in high-amperage applications like starter
motors , which can draw hundreds of amps. When this type of fusible link blows, the vehicle will
no longer start, but the risks of fire are lessened. In other applications, the fusible link may be
easier to get at and replace than the wiring it is designed to protect. Blade fuses are sometimes
physically difficult to pull out, but most vehicles come with a fuse-puller tool that is located
inside one of the fuse boxes or attached to a fuse box lid. Although it is fairly easy for a
practiced eye to identify car fuses on sight, you can also look at a visual guide to help
determine which type of fuse you need to obtain. If you replace a fuse, and you find that it blows
again, that usually means there is some underlying problem that you will have to deal with.
Replacing the fuse with a higher amperage fuse may seem to fix the problem temporarily, but
identifying the components present on that circuit, and tracking down and fixing the actual,
underlying problem, is the safer way to go. Replacing fusible links is often a more involved job
than simply pulling a fuse since they are typically bolted in place and are sometimes difficult to
reach. In the same way that using a replacement fuse with the wrong amperage rating is a bad
idea, replacing a blown fusible link with the wrong part is extremely dangerous. In a best-case
scenario, the fusible link won't be able to handle the amperage of the application, and it will fail
immediately. In a worst case scenario, you could end up with a fire. Under absolutely no
circumstance should you ever replace a fusible link with an electrical cable. Maybe you have a
ground strap or battery cable laying around that looks the right size and length, but don't even
think about it. Call your local parts store, give them the application, and they'll be able to come
up with a fusible link that's designed for the application that you're working with. Since fusible
links often carry tremendous amounts of current, doing the job poorly, or using just any old
replacement wire or cable, can result in a fire or a much more costly repair when other wiring
fails later on. Jeremy Laukkonen. Jeremy Laukkonen is tech writer and the creator of a popular
blog and video game startup. He also ghostwrites articles for numerous major trade
publications. Facebook Twitter LinkedIn. Updated on November 12, Michael Barton Heine Jr.
Lifewire Tech Review Board Member. Article reviewed on Oct 14, Tweet Share Email. Was this
page helpful? Thanks for letting us know! Email Address Sign up There was an error. Please try
again. You're in! Thanks for signing up. There was an error. Tell us why! More from Lifewire.
However, there are several repairs that can be performed to keep your microwave running
properly. For example, a microwave fuse is a part that commonly needs replacing, and with a
little know-how and the right tools, you can install a new one to fix your appliance. Because of
the high voltage and high current used by microwave ovens, be aware that repairing this
appliance poses a substantial risk for injury or death if precautions are not taken. You should
always unplug the microwave before you attempt any disassembly. Since high voltage
capacitors used in microwaves may retain a charge even after the microwave has been
unplugged, we recommend that only experienced professionals access and replace internal
components. A fuse is an electrical device that prevents too much current from passing through
an electrical circuit. These are usually sacrificial components, meaning that they are damaged
after being tripped and cannot be re-used. Microwaves usually contain several types of fuses
for safe operation. A main fuse or line fuse is a fuse that will cut the flow of electricity if too
much current passes through it. Conversely, a thermal fuse will prevent electrical flow if the
fuse is heated to a specific temperature. Before you replace a fuse, it is a good idea to test the
part to make sure it is actually the cause of your problem. You can use a multimeter to test the
part for continuity. A continuity test will determine if a continuous electrical path is present in
the fuse. Before you begin, make sure the microwave is unplugged, but since high voltage
capacitors used in microwaves may retain a charge even after the oven has been unplugged, it
is recommended to discharge the capacitor before servicing. You can do this be placing a
screwdriver blade across each set of capacitor terminals. You should avoid touching the blade
when doing this. Once you have removed the fuse from the microwave, touch the probes of
your multimeter to each terminal of the part. If the meter reading shows zero ohms of
resistance, the fuse has continuity. Be aware that the failure of the fuse often indicates that
there is a shorted electrical component in the microwave, such as a failed door switch. This part
will also need to be replaced, or the fuse will continue to fail. If you determine that the fuse is
faulty, the next step is to replace the part. As with testing, be sure that the microwave is

unplugged before beginning the repair. The first step of the procedure will depend on your
model of microwave. If your fuse is located behind the control panel or vent grille, you may be
able to access it without removing the microwave from its installation. You will need to remove
the grille or control panel to access these fuses. If you cannot access the fuse you need from
behind these panels, you will first need to uninstall the appliance. This can usually be achieved
by removing 2 or more screws from the top of the microwave, then lowering it and lifting it off a
mounting bracket. Next, you will need to remove the outer cover to reach the internal
components. Fuses are located in many places inside the microwave, including the top, side,
and behind the vent grille. Using the wiring diagram can help you locate the appropriate fuse.
Once you have located the fuse, remove any necessary wires and fasteners to free it from the
microwave. To replace the fuse, connect any necessary wires to the new part, and secure it with
any clips or fasteners if necessary. Replace the panels or covers and secure them with the
screws. If applicable, carefully place the microwave on the mounting bracket, then align it with
the cabinet, making sure the power cord is accessible through the top. Secure the screws, plug
the microwave back in, and test the appliance to make sure its working properly. To find the
correct fuse for your microwave, simply type your model number into the Repair Clinic search
bar. You can also visit our repair help section for videos and articles that can further assist you
in your repair. Safety Warning Because of the high voltage and high current used by microwave
ovens, be aware that repairing this appliance poses a substantial risk for injury or death if
precautions are not taken. What kind of fuse do you need to replace? Testing a Fuse Before you
replace a fuse, it is a good idea to test the part to make sure it is actually the cause of your
problem. Replacing a fuse If you determine that the fuse is faulty, the next step is to replace the
part. Shop Microwave Fuse Parts. In a boat, electricity is stored in one or more batteries. They
can hold an enormous amount of energy, capable of pushing hundreds, or even a thousand
amps more than your entire house uses â€¦ so care must be taken, and proper circuit protection
should not be ignored. Greatly generalizing the topic here, but you usually run into two types of
batteries in the size of boat we deal with:. Batteries have a positive and negative. For current to
flow which does the work a complete circuit must be made from positive back to the negative. A
normal battery might have AH amp hours of capacity. Meaning it can run a 1A load for 70 to 80
hours, or a 10A load for 7 to 8 hours before it is discharged. Much appreciated. Have an
awesome holiday! In nearly all cases your boat wiring system should have a marine grade main
battery disconnect switch. This allows you to open the switch turning everything off at once.
Both battery positives are ran through this switch, and you can use it to select which battery
you want to output, similar to an A-B switch. But a BOTH marine battery switch also allows you
to parallel both batteries. The both setting might be used when you are running your engine and
want to charge both batteries from the alternator, or if you need to parallel the batteries in an
emergency to help start your engine if your start battery becomes too depleted. I allows your
house and start battery to remain isolated except for emergency conditions. Used to shutoff
everything and prevent trickle charges from draining your battery. This way, even if your battery
switch is off, if your boat starts filling with water the pump will still kick on. Notice the fuse
shown â€” this needs to be circuit protected with an inline fuse like this one. We have an in
depth article here on how to wire a bilge pump â€¦ check that out as well for more details. It
looks great and using your tutorials I have been able to rewire my 10 year old center console.
The support I received from New Wire Marine went above and beyond. Thank You! The next step
is to get the power from the house battery up to the switch panel where we can use it to do
some good. Two conductors â€” a positive from the battery switch with a fuse and a negative
from the ganged together battery negatives should be ran to where the central switch panel is.
You should use marine grade primary wire for this. This is sometimes a long wiring run on a
boat. Plus these two conductors will carry the current of all your electrical loads combined, so
they are typically fairly beefy cables. Prevent voltage drop by using larger cable. The power
cables will be run to your New Wire Marine custom marine switch panel and your tinned marine
negative bus bar. The main house battery positive conductor will feed directly into the new
switch panel. They asked the right questions and provided great solutions! This is meant to
land on a terminal block like this one. Each switch output gets its own gang on the terminal
block, and with the labels right there it makes a handy breakout point for troubleshooting or
adding items down the road. This is how one of our fully wired switch panels would interface
with a terminal block. From here the rest of the wiring is straightforward. Just hookup your
existing boat wiring infrastructure to the terminal block and buss bar. Positives to the terminal
block, and negative to the bus bar. Most are terminated with standard 8 ring terminals. The
positives of course must be installed on the correct gang associated with the respective switch
for that load. The negatives can go on any screw on the buss bar, they are just trying to get
back to the negative post on the battery. Wiring A Boat eric steele T A few notes before we start:

Positive wires are red in our guide, your boat may have other colors Negative wires are black or
may be yellow on your boat Current is measured in Amps A Potential difference is measured in
Volts V Current flows through the wires like water through a pipe. Like water pressure in a pipe.
Jump To Complete Diagram. The Electrical Source: a Battery. A normal battery might be able to
push A or more current A normal battery might have AH amp hours of capacity. TIP: use the
tabs to view and hide notes. Diagram View Notes. View Notes. Angels Camp, CA. Main Battery
Switch. View Our Battery Switches. Bethesda, MD. See More Example Switch Panels. Houston,
TX. Install Terminal Block as Breakout Point. Vero Beach, FL. Here is a tabbed step-by-step
diagram for how to wire a boat. Battery Switch. Bilge Float Switch. Main Feeders. Terminal
Block. Load Wiring. Dig our Boat Wiring Content? Go to Top. By: Author Nate Yarbrough. This
blog post is going to teach you how to determine when and if you need to add in-line fuses
when designing a camper solar array. By the end of this blog post you will know when, where,
and what sizes of fuses you need in your solar array. Solar arrays having higher current
availability parallel strings of solar panels than the maximum overcurrent protective device
rating specified for the panel shall be protected from overcurrent. EXCEPT when the short
circuit currents from all sources do not exceed the ampacity of the wires and maximum
overcurrent protective device size rating specified on the PV module nameplate. With those two
pieces of information, follow the steps in this infographic to determine if you need to use fuses
in your solar array:. In the event that your solar array needs to be fused because the Array Short
Circuit Amperage is greater than the Panel maximum series fuse ratingâ€¦ you must fuse your
array at the point where the panels or series strings get combined to prevent potential fires or
overheating due to a faulty panel. Here is what happens in an un-fused array if a short were to
somehow happen inside of the panel:. In the event that panel 3 develops an internal short or
fault of some kindâ€¦ panels 1 and 2 would seek out the path of least resistance the point of the
short to complete their circuits. This means that there would be Nowâ€¦ What if there were fuses
attached to each of the positive wires from each solar panel where they connect to the MC4
Combiner? The diagram above shows 3x W panels wired in series. Each solar panel has a short
circuit current of Since the Maximum Series Fuse Rating is 15A, we know that the wires, diodes,
connectors, and other internal components of the actual solar panel can handle a max of 15A. If
a short circuit or other malfunction were to happen inside of one of the solar panels , since the
short circuit current of the array is Under normal operation, 9. Sure, a 10A fuse would indeed be
between those two values, but the difference of. Sometimes, there will be a discrepancy
between what would happen in a real-world scenario and what is required by code. Electrical
code is sometimes a bit more conservative but is there for a reason. This scenario WOULD
indeed require use of fuses in this array because the array short circuit current of In the event
that panel 2 had an internal fault, the power produced in panel 1 would seek out the path of least
resistance and flow into panel 2. This would mean that the area of the panel experiencing the
fault would potentially have Although there are 15A fuses in the proper locations, the current
going from panel 1 into panel 2 would not be enough to blow either of those fuses. Faults in
solar panels are quite rare. There are diodes in MOST solar panels that do not allow most of the
above scenarios to happen. Fusing is required for a redundancy in the event that one of the
diodes fails or something else goes wrong with the panel. Even if a cell burns out, usually the
panel will still work. Butâ€¦ Since the National Electric Code specifically makes a call on the
issue of fusing an array, we really should follow that in our attempt to design and build a high
end camper electrical system. Sign up to our newsletter! Then to the batteries. What size amp
circuit breakwe or fuse do I need between panels and charge controller, and what size do I need
between charge controller and batteries? I'm setting up solar on a sprinter, I have two W Imp 5. I
have 2 x w solar panels running to a 30 amp solar controller feeding 2 x leisure batteries. Click
Here. Click here to cancel reply. Nate Yarbrough Friday 29th of January Mark Saturday 31st of
October Nate Yarbrough Tuesday 5th of January Jen Monday 5th of October Thanks for this! I
have been looking for an answer to this for ages! Direct and helpful! Gus Tuesday 18th of
August Alasdair Rendall Friday 31st of July Nate Yarbrough Friday 11th of September Search
for:. I had not intended on making an instructable when I started doing this but since I'd
documented a few things I figured why not share the info. I recently bought a 14 year old SUV. A
Mitsubishi Montero. Most of the electrical on this old thing had been damaged and or hacked
into long before I got to it. Little by little I've gotten almost all the electrical back on line
Recently I decided to put a lighter in the dash. The lines going to the original one needed to be
re-ran and I was not about to take the dash apart again, so I snaked a new line through to the
fuse block and piggy-backed a line off it; I needed an in-line fuse but it was AM and no
auto-parts store is open then so I made my own. It is very simple, but it works well and it cost
me nothing because I already had leftovers from past work. The parts you will need I do not
have exact prices because everything I used was leftovers from past works I had 7 feet that cost

around 27 cents a foot. Like I said, I had not intended on making an instructable, so I have no
image of a fuse before it's soldered to the wire, but here is an image of the pigtails of wire
already on the tabs of the fuse. So I decided to first solder these pigtails on and then afterwords
solder these pigtails to the main wire so that I was able to first run the main wire and then
simply splice into it in a spot that would be easy to get to if the fuse blows. If you do not feel
comfortable messing with the electrical system of your car, then don't do this. I then got some
"heat shrink" and insulated the exposed metal tabs Heat-shrink is tubes of semi-soft plastic that
literally shrinks and forms to the wire you have it around. Simply hold your lighter under the
tubing and carefully move it back and forth untill' it has cinched itself tight on the wire. Now
your exposed wire is insulated and won't short out. Then find a spot that you will remember
where it is under the dash, and where you will be able to get to it easy enough if the fuse blows.
I zip-tied mine to a wire harness that ran alongside the steering column; and made sure that no
moving parts like the exposed portion of the column and the arm that goes to the brake peddle
might scuff it or pinch it. I had no photo of this so I made a simple drawing to show an example.
By zomfibame Follow. More by the author:. About: I like to learn new things, and I have a cat
that likes to watch other people go for long walks on the beach. Did you make this project?
Share it with us! I Made It! Ad vertisements. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown
fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Fuse box location.
This center contains cartridge fuses and mini-fuses. A label that identifies each component may
be printed or embossed on the inside of the cover. The numbers inside the TIPM cover
correspond to the following table. Fuse box diagrams. The Heated Mirrors, Lower Instrument
Panel Power Outlet and Removable Floor Console, when in the front position are fused with
self-resetting fuses that are only serviceable by an authorized dealer. The Power Windows are
fused by a 25 Amp circuit breaker located under the instrument panel near the steering column.
If you experience temporary or permanent loss of these systems, see your authorized dealer for
service. The heated mirrors, lower instrument panel power outlet and removable floor console,
when in the front position are fused with self-resetting fuses that are only serviceable by an
authorized dealer. The power windows are fused by a 25 Amp circuit breaker located under the
instrument panel near the steering column. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use
cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use
this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Search for the part s
number you wish to receive samples. Or, visit the sample center page. Littelfuse, Inc. We use
cookies to collect information about how you interact with our website and to remember you.
We use this information to improve and customize your browsing experience and for analytics
about our visitors on this website and other media. To find out more about the cookies we use,
see our Privacy Policy. By continuing, you agree to the use of our cookies. By selecting among
and accepting to our use of the cookie categories below, you direct Littelfuse to store cookies
on your device and disclose information as described in our Privacy Policy. If you do not direct
us to collect any categories of cookies, a single essential cookie will be used in your browser to
remember your preference not to be tracked. When you use our website, we collect personal
data about you and your use of the Website, through cookies and analytics tools. We may also
collect personal data such as your name, job title, company name, address, email address and
telephone number either directly from you or by combining information we collect through other
sources. Because Littelfuse respects your right to privacy, you can choose to modify the
cookies option and disallow some of them. Click on the different category headings to learn
more and change default settings. However, blocking some types of cookies may impact your
experience of the site and the services we are able to offer. There are cookies which are needed
for our website, applications or services to function properly. For example, these cookies
remember your preference not to be tracked and identify trusted web traffic. These cookies
collect information about how visitors and users use our website, applications, and services.
These cookies enable us to improve our website, for instance, by ensuring that users are
finding the required information. These cookies don't collect information that identifies a visitor
or user. All information collected by these cookies is aggregated and anonymous. These
cookies allow our website, applications and services to remember choices you make such as
your preferred language and provide enhanced, more personal features. They may also be used
to provide services you have asked for. The information these cookies collect may be
anonymized and they cannot track your browsing activity on other websites. These cookies are
used to deliver advertising that may be relevant to you and your interests. They are also used to
limit the number of times you see an advertisement as well as help measure the effectiveness of
an advertising campaign. They remember that you have visited a website and this information is
shared with other organizations such as advertisers. Products Automotive Sensors Automotive
Sensors Littelfuse Automotive Sensor Products offer a wide range of sensors for use in

monitoring various vehicular functions in the areas of passenger safety, comfort and
convenience plus vehicle powertrain, chassis and emission applications. Chassis Comfort and
Convenience. Emissions Passenger Safety. Powertrain xEV Sensors. Littelfuse battery
management devices provide methods of conserving battery power, protecting against
over-discharge, combining and protecting auxiliary equipment such as liftgate motors.
Littelfuse battery mini-Breakers provide battery cell protection for high-capacity Lithium
Polymer and prismatic cells. Metal Hybrid Protection. Electrical sockets, plugs and coils used
for connection of a truck and trailer on commercial vehicles or caravans for 12 and 24V
systems. Connector Accessories Greycon Connectors. Common Mode Noise Filters CMF
attenuate common mode noise in differential and balanced transmission, and power supply and
audio lines. Littelfuse offers a comprehensive line of fuse blocks, fuse holders, and fuse
accessories for automotive, electronic, and electrical markets. Fusible Switches and Panels
Fusible Switches and Panels Provide a complete, one-piece solution for easy procurement and
code compliance. Dissipate high voltage transients through a contained plasma gas with high
surge capability, low capacitance and small size. Magnetic sensing products utilizing Reed and
Hall Effect technologies, with custom solutions available. Low capacitance polymer base
product for protecting high speed data circuit from ESD damage and maintaining data integrity.
Polymer-enhanced, precision Zener diodes that offer resettable protection against multi-Watt
fault events without the need for multi-Watt heat sinks. Power Semiconductors Power
Semiconductors High reliability power semiconductors utilize the latest technology. Stacks,
Subsystems, and Assemblies Bare Die. TD and Chip Telecom. Our surge protection devices
SPDs and modules are designed to provide protection from tra
toyota tacoma ball joint recall
valve adjustment acura tl
honda ascot ft500
nsient overvoltage. They are thermally-protected and built with high-quality, dependable
materials. Features manually-operated, foot-operated, and mechanically-operated switches; and
switches operated by temperature or pressure. Reliable standard and thermal protected
varistor, available in a variety of forms, surge current capability up to 70, Amp. Radial Leaded
Specialty Surface Mount. Thermally Protected. Custom Circuit Protection Solutions. Electronic
Testing Services. Need the Littelfuse equivalent to a competitor part? Enter the competitor part
number here. Check distributor stock levels by entering in full or partial part numbers Cancel.
Technical Resources. Connect with Littelfuse. This website stores cookies on your device.
Essential Performance and analytical technologies Functionality Targeting or advertising.
Always Active. Performance and analytical technologies. Targeting or Advertising. By clicking
Allow All or Save Settings you agree and accept our terms and conditions.

